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Renewable
energy providers
get SBP relief

KARACHI: The State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP)
has eased the conditions
for renewable energy solution providers under its
Refinance Scheme for Renewable Energy to promote
investment
in
renewable energy solutions by companies.
Now, all Renewable Energy Investment Entities interested
in
installing
renewable energy projects
/solutions are allowed to
avail refinance under category III of the scheme. An
RE-IE is a business entity
(including vendors and suppliers) whose business is to
establish renewable energy
projects for onward leasing,
renting out and selling on
deferred payment basis or
selling of electricity generated from these projects to
end users, said SBP statement on Monday.

For addressing the challenges of energy shortages
and climate change, SBP
revised its SBP Financing
Scheme for Renewable
Energy in July 2019. SBP
also launched a Shariah
complaint version of the
scheme in August 2019.
The scheme now comprises of three categories.
Under Category-I, financing is allowed for setting
up of renewable energy
power projects with capacity ranging from 1MW to
50MW for own use or selling of electricity to the national
grid
or
a
combination of both.
Under Category II, financing is allowed to domestic,
agriculture, commercial
and industrial borrowers
for installation of renewable energy based projects/solutions of up-to
1MW to generate. —APP
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Taliban only
PSX drops to option to get rid
lowest level, falls
by 648 points of ISIS, says Imran

From Our Staff
Correspondent

KARACHI: The Pakistan Stock Exchange
(PSX) index fell to the
level last seen in March as
a 648-point retreat put it at
43,829, with across-theboard selling amid low
volumes dragging the
benchmark lower by 1.46
percent on Monday.
The index went as low as
43,721, a fall of 756 points
in intra-day trading, with refinery, cement, and technology stocks all dragging the
benchmark in the red. At
close on Monday, the KSE100 settled with a loss of
1.46 percent or 647.89
points to finish at 43,829.35.
This is the lowest closing
since mid-March when the
index was hovering around
the same level.
"Talks with the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (on
the Extended Fund Facility) are causing some uncertainty," Tahir Abbas,
head of research at Arif
Habib Limited said.
"There should be clarity
on it soon. The market is
expected to bounce back.”
However, while expectations remain of a possible
recovery, the market capitalisation of the Pakistan
Stock Exchange (PSX) has
fallen close to 17 percent
in four months, from $54
billion to $45 billion.
Topline Securities CEO
Mohammed Sohail said,
despite record earnings of
KSE-100 companies, market cap has continued to
fall, while the index is
down 10 percent. “Record
earnings growth of 60 percent last year not helping
also. Fear of foreign selling, falling PKR. —TLTP

Death of AQ
Khan widely
condoled

KARACHI:
Former
President FPCCI, Former
Chief Executive TDAP and
Patron-in-chief of United
Business Group (UBG) S
M Munir and other UBG
leaders have expressed
their grief and sorrow over
the sad demise of Mohsine-Pakistan, Fakhr-e-Pakistan, nuclear scientist Dr.
Abdul Qadeer Khan.
They were of the opinion
that Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan
made Pakistan invincible by
making it a nuclear power,
which is an invaluable gift
to the nation, and the whole
nation will always remember his services. Munir extended
his
deepest
sympathies to the bereaved
family while terming the
departure of the national
hero an irrevocable loss not

only for Pakistan and its
people, but in fact for the
whole Muslim world.
Another report adds:
Faisal Moiz Khan, President North Karachi Association of Trade & Industry
(NKATI), SVP Shabbir Ismail, VP Naeem Haider,
Syed Usman Ali, Syed
Tariq Rasheed, Sadiq M,
CEO NKIDMC, Chairman
Board Faraz Mirza have expressed their grief and sorrow over the sad demise of
Mohsin-e-Pakistan.
In a statement, NKATI,
NKIDMC leaders were of
the opinion that Qadeer
Khan made Pakistan invincible by making it a nuclear power, which is an
invaluable gift, and the
whole nation will always
remember him. —DNA

PM chairs meeting on facilitating Chinese investors in SEZs

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister
Imran Khan has said that world must
engage with Afghanistan’s Taliban
rulers, adding that ‘Taliban were the
only option to counter ISIS’
In an interview with the British news
agency on Monday, Prime Minister
urged US to play leadership role and negotiate with Taliban, saying that ‘ISIS
would strengthen its roots otherwise’
Premier said that a stable Kabul government could counter ISIS looming
danger. Prime Minister Imran Khan
urged the world community to rather engage with Afghanistan to prevent the ascendency of hardline elements within
the Taliban's own ranks. He said unless
America takes the lead, we are worried
that there will be chaos in Afghanistan
and Pakistan will be most affected by it.
The PM said he is working with
neighboring states, notably Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan, which have sizeable
ethnic minorities inside Afghanistan, to
encourage the Taliban to widen representation in govt. He said Afghanistan
needs an inclusive government because
it is a diverse society. The Prime Minister condemned the continued use of
drones by the US in Afghanistan saying
it is the most insane way of fighting terrorism.

Asked whether Pakistan would
allow the US to launch strikes targeting ISIS in Afghanistan from Pakistan,
Imran Khan once again made it clear
that Pakistan does not need to be part
of a conflict again. He said Pakistan
has paid a heavy price both human and
material in the war on terrorism. Responding to a question, Imran Khan
said the TTP consisted of fifty groups
and that he was trying to reconcile
those elements who are willing to talk.
Alluding to the worst human rights
violations taking place in Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and Kashmir,
the Prime Minister regretted India enjoys the same kind of impunity within
the international community over its attempts to change the demographic balance of Kashmir that Israel has in the
occupied Palestinian territories.
Nine hundred thousand troops have
put eight million Kashmiris into an open
prison. He said it is a racist government
in India. When asked about relations with
China, Imran Khan said this relationship
is seventy years old and it has stood the
test of time. He said China always stood
with us in all our ups and downs.
Another report adds: Prime Minister
Imran Khan on Monday chaired a meeting on facilitating Chinese investors in

Special Economic Zones (SEZs).
The Prime Minister said, “Pakistan
needs investment to accelerate industrialisation. “It is critical to create maximum employment opportunities for our
growing population, 65% of which is
under the age of 35”, he added.
The PM directed the authorities concerned to take all possible measures to
provide land; electricity and gas connections; and tax incentives to attract
more and more Chinese companies to
invest in Pakistan and populate SEZs.
Earlier, the Prime Minister was
briefed that out of the total 27 SEZs in
the Country, work on 05 SEZs (Dhabeji
in Sindh, Rashakai in KPK, Bostan in
Balochistan, Allama Iqbal Industrial
City in Punjab, and Gawadar in
Balochistan) is in full swing.
An effective one window operation
facility is being set up at each of these
SEZs and a Facilitation Center in CPEC
Authority to resolve all issues of the potential Chinese investors under one roof.
The meeting was attended by Chinese
ambassador to Pakistan H.E. Mr. Nong
Rong, Ministers Shaukat Fayyaz Tarin,
Makhdoom Khusro Bakhtiar, Asad
Umar, Hammad Azhar, Advisor on
Commerce Razzak Dawood, SAPM on
CPEC Affairs Khalid Mansoor and sen-

ISLAMABAD: President Dr Arif
Alvi has stated that Pakistan's Gwadar
Port and UAE's Jebel Ali Port can only
"complement the international trade and
make each other stronger."
"Gwadar Port is the closest to Central
Asian states ... It is an addition to the international trade, it is a different business situation, a different pipeline for
goods," the President said in an interview with WAM, the Emirates News
Agency on Sunday. "It will complement
the international trade and add to what
Jebel Ali is doing, so both ports can
make each other stronger, " he added.
President Alvi who met with Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice President, Prime Minister and
Ruler of Dubai said he also inaugurated
the pavilion of Pakistan at Expo 2020
Dubai. WAM News Agency also

quoted President Alvi as saying in an
interview in Dubai that his country
wanted to follow the example of the
UAE in attracting investments.
Talking about his meeting with
Sheikh Mohammed and the 50-year anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between Pakistan and the
UAE, Alvi said, "It was a pleasure to
meet His Highness, I admire and appreciate the role that Dubai plays in the
world. Dubai understood it well [doing
business], it has limited resources, but it
invited the resources of the whole world
to it.
"He gave me his book [My Story],
which is in Urdu, and I will definitely
read it because I’m interested in his biography of how he led change. Leadership is about taking right decisions,
taking people and decision makers

alongside you and then you take your
country to new heights. That is a unique
Dubai and UAE experience, and that is
what we want to do in Pakistan as well.
"The relationship with the UAE has
improved tremendously over the years,
do you know why? Because of mutual
trade, the Pakistani diaspora working
here, and for the fact that we always
want to build new bridges. The foundation is strong; it is based on brotherhood and a common religion, and as
the world is looking for peace in this
region, the UAE and Pakistan have always sought peace." Pakistan is the
first country to recognise the UAE as a
nation in 1971. Today, the UAE is considered Pakistan’s biggest trading partner in the Middle East with a bilateral
trade amounting to $6 billion, according the latest figures from the Embassy

Gwadar, Jabel Ali ports can
complement int'l trade: Alvi

ISLAMABAD: Farrukh Habib, Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting addresses a
press conference about Election Commission decision to allow PTI to check PPP or PML-N accounts.
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PIA achieves
IATA NDC level
4 certification

KARACHI: The PIA has achieved International Air Transport Association
(IATA’s) New Distribution Capability
(NDC) Level 4 certification. The National
Flag Carrier has recently embarked upon a
Digital Transformation Programme, under
which PIA is focused on modernising its
business practices, resource competence,
technology upgrade and partner collaborations in line with new Industry standards
and practices.
IATA’s NDC level 4 Certification i.e.
Offer and Order Capability is the highest
level of certification awarded to PIA, and enables the airline to better connect, communicate and share rich content among industry
partners and through distribution channels.
This achievement will significantly enhance
PIA’s capability of merchandising, retailing,
and product differentiation. NDC certification will not only help PIA to take its distribution standard to the next level but will also
facilitate better servicing its passengers,
travel agents, and our industry partners, accelerating PIA’s digital transformation. —
DNA

Pak, Saudia enjoy
deep, brotherly
relations: Tarin

ISLAMABAD: Ambassador of Saudi
Arabia Nawaf Bin Said Al-Malki called on
the Federal Minister for Finance & Revenue Shaukat Tarin on Monday.
Both sides discussed matters pertaining
to mutual interest and agreed to further
strengthen economic and business ties between the two countries. While extending a
warm welcome, Finance Minister Shaukat
Tarin highlighted that Saudi Arabia has always supported Pakistan and the bilateral
ties are rooted in centuries old religious,
cultural and commercial links between the
people of both the countries.
The overseas Pakistanis play pivotal
role in our economy through remittances,
he added. The Saudi Ambassador stated
that Saudi Arabia is opening up to foreign
investments and stressed upon the need
for increase in mutual investments in different fields. —Online

Noose tightened
around hoarders
of dollars: Rashid

ISLAMABAD: Interior Minister Sheikh
Rashid Ahmad has said FIA has tightened
noose around hoarders of dollars.
The FIA has zeroed in against the hoarders of dollars. Decision has been taken to
conduct audit of five major dollar exchange
companies and 88 people have been arrested. The FIR has been registered against
47 persons. Customs should conduct investigation if dollar has been sent to
Afghanistan illegally. Customs department
is not under interior ministry, he said.
He held interior ministry made the best
arrangements for the state funeral of Dr
Abadul Qadeer Khan. —APP

Rupee falls by 21
paisa against dolar
From Our Staff Correspondent

KARACHI: The exchange rate of US
Dollar strengthened by 21 paisa in the interbank on Monday against Pakistani rupee.
The greenback closed at Rs170.74 on
first business day of the week compared to
previous closing of Rs170.53. Meanwhile,
the price of euro appreciated by 54 paisa
and closed at Rs197.42 against the last
working day’s trading of Rs196.88, the
State Bank of Pakistan reported.
The Japanese Yen closed at Rs1.51,
whereas an increase of Rs1.12 was witnessed in the exchange rate of British Pound,
which was traded at Rs232.79 as compared
to its last closing of Rs231.66. The exchange
rates of Emirates Dirham and Saudi Riyal

Projects worth billions launched
for uplift of Lahore: Buzdar

LAHORE: A delegation led by
the President of the Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Mian Nauman Kabir called on the
Chief Minister Punjab Sardar
Usman Buzdar on Monday.
The Chief Minister assured to solve
the problems of the business community and industrialists immediately.
The CM said that the PTI government
is a business friendly government.
Bazdar said new projects worth
billions of rupees have been launched
for the construction and development
of Lahore. Issuance of NOC for setting up new factories has been facilitated, the CM said, adding that the
inspectorsless regime is providing
more facilities to the industrialists.

Sardar Usman Bazdar said the
Punjab government has started employment scheme worth Rs 30 billion. President of the Lahore
Chamber of commerce and Industry
Mian Nauman Kabir said that the
present government has taken exemplary steps to create a conducive
business environment. Industrialists
and traders appreciate the government's business-friendly policy. He
said that the Punjab govt has taken
unprecedented steps for the business
community for the construction and
development of Lahore city.
The President said that the entire
business community appreciates the
fact that the Punjab govt has allocated a record amount of Rs. 560 bil-

lion for the development programme
of Punjab this year's budget. In addition, tax rates have been reduced in
more than 25 services sectors, which
will enable growth in the sector.
He said the launch of the Ravi
Riverfront Urban Development Project is also of a great importance.
LCCI Senior Vice President Mian
Rehman Aziz Chan said that the
LDA 20 percent charges are very
high and this fee is an obstacle in the
development of the industry.
LCCI Vice President Haris Ateeq
said that the inflation in our country
has reached nine percent.
Further steps have been taken to
make the price control mechanism
effective. —DNA

